FRAC-PACKER™

For hydro-fracturing, pressure grouting, acid injection, zone test-pumping and pressure testing.

- 4” - 12” boreholes (100-300mm)
- Easy to handle
- Easy to operate
- Fast setting
- “Free-in-the-hole” in seconds
- Inexpensive to purchase and maintain

The FRAC-PACKER™ is a multi-purpose down-hole tool designed for use in hydro-fracturing, pressure grouting, acid injection, zone test-pumping, and environmental applications. When activated by a 10,000 psi pump on the surface, a unique hydraulic cylinder compresses 4 rubber seals that lock on borehole walls or casing. Average “setting” time is 1½ minutes! When the pressure is released, the packer is “free in the hole” in 10-15 SECONDS! The engineered “memory” in the rubber seals forces the packer back to original size. The rubber seal sets can be interchanged IN THE FIELD in a few minutes! This durable and time-proven design eliminates expensive and unreliable inflatable elements.

Specifications on reverse side.
FRAC-PIPE™

- Lightweight, stainless steel pipe with a patented, hand-tightened joint
- Eliminates the need for a hoisting derrick

SPECIFICATIONS

Flatwater Fleet, Inc., reserves the right to change specifications at any time without notice as part of our goal to constantly seek product improvements. The only warranty applicable is our standard written warranty. No other warranties exist whether expressed or implied.
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WFT WELL-FRAC™ systems provide everything needed for total well development and service.

ASK FOR BROCHURE AND VIDEOTAPE ON VHS OR CD-ROM